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The health and safety of hotel guests and staff members will remain the
paramount concern as hotels and tourist attractions make preparations to
reopen when current lockdown measures are eased.

It will be possible to reopen hotels, restaurants and other leisure facilities while adhering to social distancing
restrictions and other Government guidelines designed to safeguard public health and safety, and minimise the
spread of Coronavirus.
This document outlines some of the measures hotels and venues will be able to take to change their normal
operations and protect the health of guests and staff members.
More detailed protocols have been worked up and these procedures will be shaped further by Government
guidelines and regulations, and will continue to evolve in response to any changes in the medical advice.

Background: Hotels remaining open for key workers
A small number of hotels and guesthouses have remained open throughout the current Coronavirus pandemic,
answering an appeal for accommodation to be available for NHS staff and key workers.
These hotels have been forced to operate on a very restricted, contact-free basis offering room service food and
beverage only.
It has been beneficial to see how hotel services can continue to operate within these parameters and the experience
will help the industry to modify our practices as we prepare to reopen.
These hotels have received positive feedback from guests including praise for the safety measures implemented
from the NHS doctors, nurses and carers staying with them.
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Accommodation
Capacities will vary from property to property but most properties will need to reduce their occupancy levels substantially
to facilitate social distancing in bars, restaurants, dining rooms and other public areas.

Pre-arrival
As far as possible, pre-arrival bookings and registration should include check-in information and pre-payment so that the
physical check-in process on arrival will be as quick and seamless as possible.
Guests should be asked for an Estimated Time of Arrival when booking and allocated a Check In Time as close to that
request as possible, to minimise the number of people arriving at the same peak times.
Guests would be required to complete a short survey, declaring their good health and absence of symptoms of the
Coronavirus as a condition of their visit.

Check-in and check-out
Where possible, access doors should be clearly designated as Entrance and Exit to avoid two-way foot traffic and
potential congestion.
If Government regulations consider it necessary, properties may need to install thermal cameras at access points to
monitor for fever symptoms and prevent any guest showing a high temperature from entering.
Check-in queues will be minimal because of the pre-arrival procedures already outlined but social distancing lines should
be clearly marked where small queues do form.
Adding perspex screens to front desks would create another barrier to minimise contact and protect guests and team
members. All payments should be card only (no cash) and contactless where possible.
Some services such as valet parking and luggage drops to bedrooms will not operate because of concerns surrounding
contact and contamination.
Some properties already offer express contactless checkout with secure dropboxes and this should be encouraged as
the standard process. Only those querying charges should check out at front desk. Properties unable to offer express
contactless checkout should be flexible with checkout times and consider creating checkout time slots to minimise
checkout queues.

Social distancing between guests
Direct, person-to-person contact is the primary way in which COVID-19 coronavirus is spread, so it is essential all staff
members and guests minimise their contact with others.
All guests will be advised on the need to practise social distancing from other guests and staff members throughout their
stay. There will be reminder notices of this requirement in all appropriate places with the highest visibility.
Only the residents of one bedroom at a time will be allowed to travel in elevators. Disinfectant and wipe to be available to
clean elevator buttons between usages.
Use of staircases will be encouraged as an alternative with separate staircases where possible for upward and
downward travel.
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Cleanliness and hygiene
Cleanliness and hygiene has always been a priority for hotels and tourist venues but cleaning protocols in guest
bedrooms and all public areas will be strengthened as a result of the COVID 19 pandemic.

A focused approach
to HIT (High Impact
Touchpoints)
cleaning in guest
bedrooms

B

Bathrooms

Taps, shower controls, flush
handles and buttons, soap
dispensers, tissue boxes
and amenities tray

Controls

Light switches, power
sockets and climate
controls

C

Amenities

A

Glassware, crockery,
cutlery, kettle, coffee
machine, beverage tray
and mini-bar

F
Furniture

D
Doors & Handles

Wardrobes, cupboards and
drawers. Room doors sealed
following HIT cleaning and
inspection to reassure arriving
guests of cleanliness

E

Hard surfaces including
desks, tables and bedside
tables

Electronics

Remote controls, electronic
safes, telephones, hairdryers
and irons

Guest bedrooms:
• All surfaces will be thoroughly treated with hospital-grade disinfectant.
• Removal of non-essential bedroom items such as bed throws, scatter cushions, notepads and pens.
• Hygiene welcome packs to be placed in guest bedrooms for arrival; these could include hand sanitiser,
sanitising wipes, tissues and protective masks.
Public areas
• All surfaces will be thoroughly treated with approved disinfectant cleaning products.
• Deep cleaning will be performed with increased frequency.
• HIT cleaning will focus on the areas which are most frequently used and touched by staff and guests. Regular
(at least hourly) cleaning of touchpoints identified in public areas such as door handles, lift buttons, switches
and taps.
• Hand sanitisers at entry points, in public areas and at entrances to bars, restaurants and other facilities, with
notices advising guests to use them.
• Where possible (and subject to fire regulations) doors will be left open or, if necessary, will be fitted with auto
open/close mechanisms to ensure touch-free access.
• Public area washrooms to operate with a strict limit on maximum numbers to maintain social distancing, and a
managed one in, one out system operated once maximum numbers were reached.
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Hotel staff
Team members will be health screened as a condition of returning to work.
Appropriate PPE including face masks and disposable gloves will be worn by all staff members based on their roles and
responsibilities, and in accordance with Government regulations and guidance.
All staff members will undergo training on the new health and safety procedures and the implications of COVID 19, with
constant refresher training courses to reinforce the message.
Team members will practise social distancing between themselves and their colleagues as well as guests. Office spaces
will be reconfigured to allow this.

Bars and restaurants
Table service only - no buffet service in any restaurants, including breakfast service.
Where possible, clear routes in and out of restaurants will be established with one-way system minimising potential for
contact between guests.
All bar and restaurant tables will be arranged to ensure appropriate social distancing, reducing restaurant numbers.
Guest tables will be doubled in size or side tables added to allow for food to be delivered safely to the side of guests,
avoiding close contact.
Maximum 4 guests per table (all staying in the same room).
Reservation times introduced to breakfast service to control numbers, flow and social distancing.
Table service only in bars, no ordering or collection at bars.
Where possible, contactless room service food and beverage to be available to all guests.

Health clubs, spa and leisure
Reception desks operate with social distancing between guests and team members. Guests reminded on requirement to
practise social distancing while using the club facilities.
Changing rooms likely to remain closed in the first instance because of social distancing. Hotel residents to change in
their bedrooms before and after using health club. Members and day visitors to change at home.
Swimming pools likely to remain closed in the first instance because of social distancing and hygiene requirements.
Gym occupancy reduced and machines spaced within social distancing parameters.
Resistance training only, free weights removed.
Sanitising wipes available in all gym facilities and guests required to clean equipment after every use, this to be
monitored and enforced.
Facilities to close every 4 hours to allow for a thorough 30 minute deep clean of all equipment.
Fitness classes capped to ensure social distancing with allocated spaces clearly marked.
Spa guests to arrive no more than 20 minutes prior to treatment times. Consultation forms to be completed online prior to
arrival.
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Golf
Golf has reopened for play in other parts of the world and is expected to be one of the first outdoor activities to be
permitted in the UK. Golf is the ideal sport for social distancing as you walk in hundreds of acres to play the game.
It is anticipated that the reopening of golf may not permit the use of locker rooms and pro shops in the first instance,
allowing only limited clubhouse check-in and toilet facilities, but social distancing can also be achieved in these spaces
when it is deemed safe to do so.
Changes to playing procedures will increase the safety of golfers and these can be further enhanced if required by
Government regulations.
On course:
• Golfers are required to adhere to the 2-metre social distancing recommendation at all times with other players,
including their own group.
• Flagsticks should be left in throughout the round even when holing out.
• Hole cups will be inverted, so that “hitting the cup” replaces “holing out” to allow easy retrieval of the golf ball
without touching the flagstick.
• Bunker rakes and other course furniture have been removed. Bunkers can be smoothed by players using their
feet following shots, and will be raked as frequently as possible by greenkeeping teams.
• Takeaway service only at Halfway Houses.
• Club cleaning and airblower shoe cleaning discontinued temporarily.
• Hire clubs and trollies wiped with anti-bacterial cleanser before and after play.
• Single buggies will be issued at no extra cost to prevent any need for buggy sharing.
• Sanitiser wipes provided on all buggies.

Clubhouse:
• Two metre social distancing spacing throughout Clubhouse, including between assigned lockers. Changing into
golf shoes in car park to be encouraged where locker rooms lack space.
• All bar and restaurant tables will be arranged to ensure appropriate social distancing, reducing numbers.
• Shower facilities to be closed.
• Locker room and clubhouse cleaning to be strengthened and made more frequent.

Pro Shops & Driving Ranges:
• Hand sanitisers at entry to Pro Shops.
• Card payment only and contactless where possible.
• Limited number of shoppers to promote social distancing.
• Driving ranges already allow for 2-metre gaps between bays.
• Ball baskets to be sanitised before issue.
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Events
Organised events are very different to outdoor events, festivals and other mass gatherings and can be organised to
maintain social distancing and other safety measures, meaning they do not have to be limited to small numbers.
Conferences, exhibitions and business meetings know their attendees, can communicate with them in advance, and can
track and trace them if necessary. Steps that can be taken when hosting events to help safeguard public health from the
continued spread of Coronavirus include:
Health screening of attendees: Venues would work with event organisers to ensure attendees are required to
declare their good health and absence of any symptoms before attending an organised event. If Government
regulations consider it necessary, venues may have to install thermal cameras at access points to monitor for
fever symptoms and prevent any guest showing a high temperature from entering an event.
Online pre-arrival registration: Most events already use online registration tools and these would be
strengthened to minimise any registration process at the event. Attendees would also be sent in advance a
designated arrival time to prevent the majority of people arriving at the same time – typically 30 minutes before
the start of formal proceedings. A welcome address could be repeated in two or more sessions to help facilitate
this, and reassure people they are not missing out or being made to wait unduly.
Social distancing throughout the event: Two-metre social distancing could be maintained throughout the
event with the required spacing between meeting room chairs and place settings. Social distancing can also be
upheld between exhibition booths and for B2B appointments that are essential to many business events. Larger
conference venues have the space to provide this but the impact of reduced capacities could again be addressed
by repeating sessions and running them in tandem so that set groups of attendees all participate in the same
sessions, albeit in a different order.
Catering: The same principle as above would be applied to divide and limit numbers at refreshment and lunch
breaks where seating plans could again incorporate social distancing, utilising all spaces within a venue and
outside, if weather pemits. The typical event buffet lunch brings issues of social contact and contamination of
materials, so would be replaced by a pre-ordered ‘bento box’ service collected from a designated collection point
at a designated time, again with managed queueing to maintain social distancing at all times.
Sanitary measures: Increased sanitary measures such as hand sanitisers in all areas and at all access points to
meeting rooms, tightened catering procedures and increased cleaning protocols would be implemented. Sanitary
facilities would be disinfected on a more regular basis and all meeting rooms and public areas would be cleaned
more frequently during events. Washrooms would operate with a strict limit on maximum numbers to maintain
social distancing, and a managed one in, one out system operated once maximum numbers were reached.
Technology: Video link could be used to broadcast a session to more than one meeting room if social distancing
and time constraints meant that was the best way to reach all attendees at one time.
Operations and logistics: Social distancing would also apply to staff and logistics such as deliveries arriving at
the venue, which would also to have follow strict health and safety guidelines.
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Appendix

Operational Mindmaps &
Author Biographies
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General Mindmap
Staggered Check-in/out

The General Mindmap defines
operational protocols required across
a large hospitality enterprise affected
by the COVID-19 Pandemic to
maximise public and employee safety.

Mandatory
reservations/ online
bookings/ time slot
allocation for all

Occupancy Restrictions

facilities

One access/egress point

One person/household
per lift

Priority routing?

Avoiding Congestion
One-way system
through all areas
Minimal soft
furnishings

Directional ﬂow
Social Distancing

One ﬂow route up and
down

I.e. one up stairway/one
down stairway

Natural materials
2 metre markings

Open Spaces

Open, uncluttered
spaces

Open spaces

Side to side (last resort)

Plants

Back to back (last
resort)

Bringing the outdoors
in

Optional commitment
to keeping rooms
empty for a set period
in between stays
Where not possible social distance to be
maintained

Virtual/online training
modules where possible

Retraining of staff

Living walls

Large widows allow you
connect with the
outside

More transparency and
managing expectations

Probiotic/bioﬂavonoid
based cocktails, i.e.
strawberry mojito,
mango lassi

No shuttle service

Regular health, safety
and wellbeing reviews
Reviewing operations
and procedures

Carefully consider the
content of marketing
campaigns from a
welfare perspective

Health, mindfulness
and wellbeing

Smoothies, juices,
wellbeing shots,
immunity boosting tea/
coffee

Focus on plant based
food

Flexibility with both
cancellations and
rewards

Research innovative
ideas to improve social
distancing and hygiene

Personal protective
equipment (PPE)

Immunity boosting,
energising and
revitalising F&B options

Hot food will be
preferred over cold food
Perception/Offering

Uniform

Focus on local
community

Redesign uniform

Rewards/discounts or
supporting local
business

Regional market
Frequent deep clean of
all areas

Scheduled cleaning of
all areas

Oﬃce space with a view

Hygiene stations

Isolated rooms as oﬃce
space

Directional ﬂows and
access/egress routes

Automatic water
dispensers

Ease of restrictions to
limited movement/

meditation spaces

Reunite with lodge
breaks

Vitality packages to
appeal to the health

Perspex screening/
sneeze guards

Hold open devices on
doors

socialising with family

Self-contained/selfcatering

Marking/signage in line
with social distancing

Restock/review
facilities

and safety conscious

Staff
Removal of 30%-60% of
covers or operate as a

Criteria to categorise
vulnerable people

Monitoring systems

Get active outside with
golf

take away only
Health surveillance

Regular monitoring

If isolated oﬃce rooms
are an option a deli

Checking in systems

could work well as a
takeout option

Change buffets to delis/
served options

Directional ﬂow for
back of house

Restrict regional,
national and

Removal of nonessential bedroom

Redesign/Repurposing

Perspex booths

Get at one with nature
with featured
wilderness walks

Self-service food boxes

facilities, i.e. minibars,
throws, pen, paper,
welcome book, leaﬂets

international business
travel

Social distancing

Digital information as
an alternative to a hotel
directory

Sustainable supplychains

Oﬃce/desk spacing
Open, uncluttered and
clean spaces

Reducing exposure to
aerosol

Minimal use of soft
furnishings -

2 metre markings

Hold open devices/
Automatic doors

replacement with
natural/wipeable
surfaces

Technology vs People
Focus on our online
experience

Repurposing staff to
needed areas or the

Illness

Prevent hot desking
and shared spaces

Cashless/pre-ordering
systems

+vely charged liquid is
attracted to the -vely

Quarantine zones

Reduced workforce on
shift

Roll out of home based
working

Virtual Gym/workouts

Shown to have a fever

COVID-19

Reduced occupancy in
oﬃces

Restricting Occupancy
of people on site

Ca. 50-60%

Rotating days in the
oﬃce

charged surfaces

Supplement to
everyday cleaning

Review of ventilation
systems

uptake of dual roles

Virtual tours

Electrostatic
disinfectant

Staggered shift times

technologies
Touchless environment

Leave to air-dry

Health and travel check
upon arrival

Hand sanitiser
Infrared technology

Temperature
surveillance

Technology

Creating attendance
lists of all guests within

Masks (optional as
guidance is
inconsistent)

Virtual conference
suites - to allow
international
conferencing in one
space.

a party

Hygiene welcome packs
for all guests

Temperature

Sanitising wipes

Digital Key

Key dispensing systems

Room upgrades

monitoring

Health/Travel
Tissues

Health surveillance

Mobile devices
Disinfectant wipe
stations in areas with
higher footfall and
unavoidable
touchpoints

Virtual check-in/out
Mobile checking in/out
stations/kiosks
Excess linen avoided

Remote/virtual service/
front desk

Linen required to be
bagged separately

Texting services, i.e.
Concierge
Any in-house laundry to
be washed at 60
degrees centigrade with
sanitising detergent

Minimal touch points where this cannot be
avoided a hygiene
station will be in place,
i.e. Lifts

Symptom checker

First aid available

Mental health ﬁrst aid
available
Mental health
Mental health
information available

White-glove service

Linen

Personal Protective
Equipment to be
available to all staff

Plans of the laundry
room and linen drop to
be reviewed

Hygiene

Reviewed cleaning
chemicals used on site

Daily rate

Weekly rate

Gym spaces for use as
personal training/

Hygiene
Lunchbox food options

Hourly rate

Cleaning

Door seals for diligence

Additional and visible
cleaning of all public
areas
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Social distancing

Departmental Mindmap

Mandatory time slots/
online booking

Removal of equipment

The Departmental Mindmap
provides a breakdown of
each function. It also applies
to stand-alone businesses
offering services to the public.
e.g. Golf, Spa, Gym, Food
and Beverage, etc.

Directional ﬂow

Back to back with 2

One-way systems

metre radius
Reduction of offering to
Toilets only

create space

No changing facilities
Retail

Research whether you

Hygiene stations

can expire further if
under exertion

Cashless payments only

Perspex screening/PPE
available
Gym

Venue to rescale
occupancy dependent
on type of event
Membership portal

Equipment rental

Directional ﬂows of

Virtual workouts/yoga/

event utilising

mediation

stairways, escalators
and lifts

In-room facilities
Removal of self-service
buffets, canapes and

Member’s gym and

shared options from
offering

guest gym
Second dimension of
Conferencing

Hygiene stations

complexity due to
clients

available

Event proposals will
need to be reviewed on

Shut down of facilities
for deep clean twice a
day

a case by case basis and
a plan created
Hygiene
Introduction of table
orders only and side
table service

Contactless water
station

Repurpose areas
Reduced membership
fees

Mass gathering
restrictions

Sauna

Steam

Can we use virtual
conferencing to allow
for bigger conferences?

Closure of spa facilities

Spa pools/hot tubs/
Jacuzzis

Spa, Leisure and
Activities

Lane swimming/sessions only

Swimming pool

Reduced occupancy

Online bookings/
cashless payments

With the increased risk of activity and reduced
availability of social distancing - it may not be
possible to reopen swimming pool for this period

Social matchplay only
Single/Household play
only

Personal Protective
Equipment

With the increased risk it may not be possible
to reopen

COVID -19

Single/household
bookings only

Spa
Tee-off

When safe to do so, will
only be available if staff
are in place to sanitise
between use

No buggy use until safe
to do so

Golf buggy/trolley

Limited service

No strokeplay
competitions

Single user only

10 minutes between
each tee-off

Multiple tee-off areas
Reduced occupancy
Ranging to ensure
social distancing

Review of products/
equipment used

One way system
Reduced occupancy
Limited pods
With the increased risk it may not be possible
to reopen all facilities

Mini golf

Monitoring online
booking
Driving range

Limited offering that
can be maintain social
distancing

Equipment sanitisation

Archery

With the increased risk
of touch points - it may
not be possible to
reopen

Activities

Laser clays

Single/household
bookings only

Review of safety
brieﬁngs to include new
procedures

Equipment sanitised
between uses

Golf
Need time to do
maintenance on
equipment and courses

No additional services
Reduced membership
fees

Equipment sanitation

No equipment to be
kept on site

No rental of equipment

Flagsticks to remain in

No clubhouse/locker
room facilities

Side service tables

No on-course facilities
Contact points

Table service only

Use of hole liners where
possible

No contact with stray
balls

Pre-order options

Food pick-up options

No cash payments

Toilets only

Removal of rakes

Limited menus

One way system in all
restaurants

No buffet/sharing
platters

Signage

Personal tee use only
Food and Beverage

Scoring systems

Virtual committee
meetings

New club rules to be
considered

To account for Social
distancing measures

Hygiene stations

Occupancy restrictions

Room service
procedures in place

Staggered seating times
to assist social
distancing and
directional ﬂows
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